Purdue University now has an Enhanced Institutional Membership

**THE COUNCIL ON UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH (CUR)**

The OUR now sponsors a campus-wide level of membership to CUR, a national organization that supports undergraduate research.

The new CUR status offers UNLIMITED membership and provides the following BENEFITS to Purdue faculty, staff, and undergraduates:

- **Discounts** on CUR conferences, meetings, and publications
- **Webinars** and a **PeER-REVIEWed Journal** on undergrad research
- Student presentations at **POSTERS ON THE HILL** and **NCUR**
- **Government Relations** insider information and **Funding Opportunities**
- Registry of Undergrad Researchers for **Grad School Recruitment**

Create an account at myaccount.cur.org/join to access these benefits.

Contact the Purdue Office of Undergraduate Research with any questions.

UGresearch@purdue.edu
Helping you amplify student mentorship while expanding your research output

Connect RESEARCHERS with UNDERGRADS
Consult on PROGRAM DESIGN and MANAGEMENT
Elevate UG research efforts through CENTRAL SUPPORT

FLIP THIS CARD to learn how Purdue's new membership status with CUR can benefit you.